Abstract
Introduction
Intelligent Sensor Networks are one of the most exciting research areas in information technology today. The potential for business applications is vast, but yet to be realised [4, 5] . In this paper we argue that intelligent sensor networks can only reach their potential for business applications if the network (i) is grounded, (ii) supports meaningful communication, and (iii) delivers an effective business decision model. This work is motivated by the recognition that (multimodal) information captured and processed by different sensors/nodes/processors in a sensor network must be fused into a coherent representation that is grounded in the real world in a meaningful fashion [21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28] . Representations of the world are referred to as world models. Grounding involves building and maintaining representations that correspond meaningfully to the entities they represent. Sensor networks rely on grounded representations of entities in the environment to achieve their design goals. If the representations generated by a sensor network are grounded then we say the network is grounded.
A sound grounding capability in sensor networks is essential for the development of reliable business applications.
In section 2 we describe information management and modeling issues in (smart) sensor networks, and in section 3 we discuss the nature and role of representations of sensory data, information and knowledge. In section 4 we discuss grounding, and in section 5 we discuss business decision making and describe a hybrid quantitative qualitative high level decision management model for smart sensor networks. Finally in section 6 we highlight some of the major benefits and applications of our approach.
Intelligent Information Management

Sensor Networks
Wireless sensor networks offer tremendous opportunity for business to explore a wide range of applications; however there still exist significant technical challenges and open problems which need to be addressed before the full potential of sensor networks can be realised. Advances in hardware development have provided low cost, low power, miniature devices for use in remote sensing applications, and advances in knowledge representation have improved the viability of utilizing a sensor network consisting of a large number of intelligent sensors which can enable the acquisition, analysis and sharing of valuable information captured in a variety of complex dynamic environments.
A sensor network is an array of sensors and processors of possibly different types interconnected by a communications network. Sensor data is captured and can be shared among the entities in the network. The typical objectives of the sensor network are effectiveness, relative to design goals, reliability, accuracy, flexibility, cost effectiveness and ease of deployment.
A sensor network is made up of individual multifunctional sensors which may be composed of a variety of multi-modal sensing hardware, e.g. acoustic, chemical, infrared, magnetic, tactile, seismic, temperature, gravity, light, pressure, emotions, power voltage, etc. The sensors may possess embedded processors, memory, power-supply, communications devices, e.g. wireless and/or wired.
Sensor networks tend to be data-centric rather than address-centric so that queries are directed to a region in the network containing a cluster of sensors rather than specific sensor and processor addresses.
Typically, data obtained by sensors in a cluster is aggregated locally, often by a designated aggregator node/processor within the cluster which reduces the amount of processing, power, communication bandwidth, etc., requirements.
There is a wide variety of sensor network applications for business from low cost and scalable surveillance networks using unmanned aerial vehicles to industrial sensor networks for equipment monitoring and maintenance.
Sensor networks are mainly used to "monitor our environment, objects in that environment, and the interaction of objects with each other and their encompassing environment" [1] . Popular applications for general sensor networks include traffic and health monitoring, where rather simple sensors are used to collect and transmit data to a central server for further processing. The military also has a vital interest in sensor networks, as they are an inexpensive method "to provide real-time monitoring, precise location information and report threat data in the urban environment to local first responders and federal augmentation teams" [2] .
Furthermore, sensor networks do not just operate autonomously on their own, but are likely to be integrated into other (mobile) networks (e.g. 2.5G, 3G) or complement them. Additionally, providers will use them to create new revenue flows and/or new business roles will be established upon them. The authors of "Commercial Wireless Sensor Networks: Technical and Business Issues" [4] describe such a scenario, where two new players are introduced; firstly, a Wireless Sensor Network Provider (WSNP), which is responsible for the technical details and secondly, a Sensor-Based Service Operator (SBSO). The latter one can be regarded as an Application Service Provider (ASP), which deploys sensor-based services and holds the management infrastructure for the service and provisioning platform -see Figure 1 below. Design issues for sensor networks include: sensing accuracy, areas coverage, fault tolerance, connectivity, reducing human intervention, and dynamic sensor scheduling.
Some of the research challenges include: finding ways to change the network topology dynamically, resource optimization (cost, power, and network traffic load), overcoming limits to power supply, memory, processing power, reliability of sensors, and security.
The research challenge that we address in this paper concerns the development of smart sensor networks and we focus on the high level processing locally at individual sensors/nodes and globally within the network.
Smart Sensor Networks
Research in sensor networks covers a very broad area [3] . While signal processing and the propagation of the actual waves is the lowest level, we focus on a much higher levels of computation. While "simple" sensor networks just broadcast information to other entities, we distinguish between those systems and "intelligent" or "smart" sensor networks. The "smartness" of such networks requires additional capabilities.
Smart sensor networks can be created in three ways using (i) smart sensor nodes, (ii) intelligent processing at an aggregator node, or (iii) both. Smart sensor nodes can have a wide range of capabilities including mobility, e.g. Mini-robots in Figure 2 . Smart sensor networks can extract, derive, integrate, and exploit rich information from raw sensor data. It is also possible that data is checked for its validity and dropped if the interpretation of the data is not meaningful. An intermediate level in smart sensor networks is the management level. Management in a wireless network differs greatly from management of fixed networks. In traditional networks, devices are deployed and expected to run accordingly, while faulty devices are replaced. Sensor networks are often designed "to have unattended operation and nodes can be discarded, lost, and out of operation temporarily or permanently" [6] . Therefore, traditional management architectures cannot be used in sensor networks.
However, we will neither focus on the smartness of single sensors nor the management of those, but the knowledge derived from those data-centric networks regardless of the underlying hardware and management system. Additionally, middleware to support sensor network applications has to consider the unique properties (e.g. limited network bandwidth and energy constraint) of sensor networks. While wellestablished middleware systems like Jini [7] do not support such networks, the authors of the MiLAN middleware [5] have evaluated a number of middleware systems to support smart sensor networks. Such a system should integrate the needs of the application with the management of the network into a single unified middleware system. This allows the middleware to trade application performance for network costs.
Our research in intelligent sensor networks is likely to overlap with some of the features of a middleware system like the MiLAN system described above, as some of the requirements like the knowledge of sensor parameters (e.g. energy constraints) have to be considered.
One of these applications is "Controlling Mobile Robots in Distributed Intelligent Sensor Network" [1] which describes an environment, which is equipped with a distributed intelligent sensor network. A mobile robot "working" in such an environment has to accomplish certain tasks (e.g. avoiding obstacles or finding objects). The external sensors guide the robot in order to accomplish its task, therefore eliminating 1 http://www.sandia.gov/media/NewsRel/NR2001/minirobot.htm 2 metropolis.japantoday.com/tokyotechknow/342/tokyotechknowinc.htm the necessity of more powerful sensing capabilities on the robot, which are also more likely to be error prone, as the robot moves constantly and the fixed sensors are always monitoring a fixed area.
The derivation of knowledge in smart sensor networks is tightly coupled to the special features and limitations of the actual sensors. As we do not limit ourselves to wireless sensor networks, certain constraints are likely to have to be considered with any sensor regardless wired or not. For example, in a wireless sensor network, sensors might not report information due to disturbances in the communication path, which does usually not occur on wired networks (or is handled by lower layers that guarantee the correctness of the transmission as energy is not a constraint in wired networks). Therefore, the network knowledge management system should have information about the actual specifications and connectivity options of the network. The specifications can be useful in cases where sensors deliver data that is beyond their specification. Therefore, the network knowledge management system has to disregard the data and has to try to get the data in a different way (e.g. by requesting it again or by finding other sources of that information). Additionally, the history of failures (or successes) is also a vital source of metainformation for the network knowledge management system. Hence, the probability that the data from a certain sensor node is not reliable, due to historical failures (e.g. damaged sensor node or intermediate failures) has to be taken into account as well. In the case that more than one source for a certain piece of information is available; the system should try to get the information from all different sources as a measurement for reliability. It is likely that information from different sources is not the same due the unreliable nature of the sensors and due to normal fluctuations of the actual sensor elements and their conversion from the real world into digital data. The network knowledge management system itself must have access to a tolerance level and a method of aggregation for data from different sources, which differs (e.g. the application requests the "average" temperature in area "X" with a tolerance of 2 degrees Celsius -the system would then request or lookup the temperature information for that area and build the average temperature from all different sources, taken into account previous failures and the reliability mechanism stated above).
Finally, the network knowledge management system has to tell, when the information might not be reliable, when it's out of tolerance or it currently has no other way to get the requested data (accurately or at all). Figure 3 , below, illustrates the relationship between knowledge generated and shared at the local cluster level and generated globally across clusters. 
Grounding Representations
In mobile business applications where representations are required, e.g. for applications that involve planning, or prediction, then clearly the better the representations are grounded, the more effective the associated business decisions will be. Representations for our purposes can come in all shapes and sizes. They can range from low level sensorimotor representations all the way up to high level logic and linguistic expressions.
A grounded representation does not require that every entity in the representation be linked to a corresponding physical manifestation, but that a meaningful relationship exists between the entities in the representation and the entities being represented. Maintaining a correspondence between representations of physical objects and the objects themselves is important but so too are representations of object functionalities and relationships between objects, as well as descriptions of ways to interact with specific objects, etc.
For the purpose of understanding grounding we classify representations using the hierarchy of Gärdenfors [7] which describes the crucial relationships between three key representational entities: sensations, perceptions, and imaginations.
Representations in the hierarchy can take two forms: cued and detached. Cued representations are based on the perception of things that are present, and detached representations focus on entities that are not currently perceived. Cued and detached representations may or may not be grounded. Sensations are immediate sensorimotor impressions, perceptions are interpreted/processed sensorimotor impressions, and imaginations are detached representations. Sensations provide sensor networks with an awareness of the external world and their internal world. They exist in the present, are localised in the sensor, node, body, or system, and are modality specific, e.g. visual, auditory, not both. Perceptions, on the other hand, can encapsulate more information than raw sensorimotor information. They can represent aggregated sensorimotor information and sensorimotor information reinforced with simulations [22] . Sensations involve signals from sensors or from inside the system itself, but perceptions require additional information derived from previous experiences and/or outcomes of learning. In contrast to sensation, perception can be cross-modal, and perceptions can generate permanence, e.g. object permanence.
Representations include low level sensorimotor information such as YUV or RGB values of pixels in a digital image through to abstract concepts such as weight, negotiate, etc. Detached representations of objects exist as well as detached representations of relationships, actions, events, and processes. Representations can be derived from information that has been gathered from a wide range of sources e.g. sensors, effectors, external instruments, external systems, etc. In addition they can result from fusing sensorimotor information with high level representations such as perceptions, concepts and linguistic expressions.
We illustrate several kinds of representations in Figure 4 based on our Robot Soccer System 3 [20] which are constructed from raw robot camera data. Figure 4 (a) is a 2D visualisation of the raw camera data, and Figure 4 (b) is a processed version of Figure  4 (a) where specific colours (YUV values) of pixels are used to determine if they belong to specific objects of interest -a ball, a beacon and a goal are clearly identified. The information represented in Figure 4 (b) can be used to find the distance, heading and elevation, from the robot's camera, of the various objects of interest which in turn can be used to calculate the pose of the robot in a global reference frame. Information represented in Figure 4 (b) can be combined with a relational representation of robot location, i.e. robot(id,x,y,z), to create a relational representation of the location of objects, i.e. object(o,x,y,z). The set of object relations can be visualised for ease of interpretation as soccer objects such as goals, robots, 3 An example of a smart mobile sensor network.
Knowledge generated at the local node and cluster level Aggregated and Integrated Knowledge within the Network across clusters ball in specific locations on a simple 2D representation of soccer field. Detached representations are extremely powerful. They can be manipulated independently of the external world, i.e. can be conceived and do not need to be perceived. Some examples of detached representations are absent objects, past and potential future world states, etc.
Grounding Smart Sensor Networks
Grounding plays an important role and provides critical infrastructure for intelligent sensor networks. Groundedness is intimately related to, but not the same as, cognition and intelligence. Figure 5 illustrates how grounded representations play an important role in sound business decision making. The grounding capability in smart sensor networks is the ability of the network to maintain relationships between entities in representations and the entities themselves where the entities can be physical, abstract, sensed, or perceived.
A grounding capability can capture information and manage information exchanges to and from the external world; it can also create, interpret, manage and maintain internal and external world representations.
Grounding capabilities support network goals and objectives. The purpose of a grounding capability is to construct and maintain coherent internal representations that correspond meaningfully to the things being represented so that the network can achieve its aims and objectives. Clearly the quality of a system's grounding capability will have a crucial impact on the success of the network and associated systems, and on what they can achieve. We have developed a framework for evaluating the groundedness of systems [27] which can be used to assess the quality of the grounding capabilities in sensor networks.
Business Decision Making Models
Appropriate business responses and decision making using information generated from a sensor network can only be developed if the network is soundly grounded.
Smart sensor networks for mobile business are used to make business decisions and the quality of those decisions is directly proportional to the quality of the information upon which the decision is based. In a mobile business setting smart sensor networks typically interact and share knowledge locally and globally across clusters of sensors. Due to the inherent uncertainty of the information collected by sensors, conflicts and inconsistencies inevitably arise. We propose using a hybrid quantitative and qualitative decision model for managing the uncertainty, incompleteness and volatility of the information gathered via smart sensor networks.
It turns out that using probabilistic methods is not always appropriate to support decision making in a business setting because often the decision making required is qualitative in character. We have developed methods that can translate probabilistic information into logic-based relational information for the purposes of making business decisions [26] which can be easily adapted to smart sensor networks. In particular, probabilistic information derived from the sensor data can be converted into ranked relational information which can act as a priority ranking and subsequently used for business decision making in a wide array of applications.
Typically sensor uncertainty is modeled and managed using probabilistic-based quantitative engineering techniques such as Kalman filters [20] . Such methods are highly effective for low level decision making within a sensor network, however business decision making models are typically much more high level and qualitative in nature.
We have developed sophisticated information and knowledge management model and techniques for managing uncertain and incomplete information that is susceptible to change [26] .
We now show how they can be used to advance business decision making in smart sensor networks. The idea is that a ranking or simple ordering is extracted from probabilistic distributions. The ranking can be integrated with other rankings and preferences to build a coherent qualitative model for decision making purposes. For example, the ranking/priority can be used to revise and update knowledge derived from the sensor network, and to integrate and fuse conflicting information from multiple sources to create a powerful decision making model like that illustrated in Figure 6 [27, 28] . 
Discussion
Intelligent Sensor Networks are one of the most exciting research areas in information technology today. However, despite their vast potential for business applications, many research challenges remain. In this paper we identified several high level issues concerning knowledge management of intelligent sensor networks. In particular, we highlighted the need to develop sensor networks that (i) are grounded, (ii) support meaningful communication, and (iii) deliver an effective business decision model.
Our work was motivated by the recognition that (multimodal) information captured and processed by different sensors/nodes/processors in a sensor network needs to be fused into a coherent world model that must be grounded in the real world. Smart sensor networks rely on grounded representations to achieve their design goals, to facilitate communication, and to support effective business decision making and business applications.
In this paper we highlighted information management and modeling issues in (smart) sensor networks. We discussed the nature and role of representations of sensor data, information and knowledge, and we described a powerful innovative hybrid quantitative qualitative high level decision management model for smart sensor networks.
